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ITEM Comment Code Reference Source ACTION

3

In the definition for Steeply Sloped Lot, 
clarify that "front line" means "front lot 
line."

50.10.003.2 Steeply 
Sloped Lot

Staff Move forward

4
Amend the definition of "owner" to 
include the easement holder.

50.10.003.2 Owner Bryant Road Pump Station, 
LU 09-0017

Move forward

5

When creating a Flag Lot, the Code 
requires a five foot separation 
between the access lane and any 
"existing structures."  Two points need 
clarification: (1) should "structure" be 
changed to "dwelling"?, and (2) does 
the separation apply to 
structures/dwellings that are off-site, 
i.e., on parcels that are not part of the 
partition site?

50.07.007.2.e.iv LU 11-0019 (Brooklyn Hall, 
Rodman)

Move forward. Change 
"structure" to "dwelling."  
Should apply to dwellings ON 
and OFF site

7

The Building Orientation standards 
require new buildings to be located 
within 30 feet of a public street.  
Expand exceptions for: non-habitable 
buildings, etc. (pumphouse, bathrooms, 
storage sheds…)

50.06.001.5.b LU 11-0010 (Marylhurst), 
LU 11-0038 (Rivergrove 
Water) and (LU 07-0030, 
Hazelia bathrooms and LU 
06-0076).  Exception for 
"structures within parks" 
codified in 2011.

 

9

In many residential zones, the side 
yard setback is increased for portions 
of the structure that are over 18 feet in 
height.  This requirement is superfluous 
now that there is a Side Yard Setback 
Plane.

50.06.001.2.e BP 2011-1241, 5047 
Rosewood Street; Ralph 
Tahran, Architect

Move forward
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10

Clarify that front porch requirement in 
R-6 zone does not apply to SDUs.

50.06.001.3.b.ii PA 11-0029, 662 7th 
Street.  FAN supports code 
change

Move forward

11

Metro Suggested Language:  In the MC 
zone, the cumulative square footage 
of a single commercial business or 
building on a site single lot or parcel, 
or on contiguous lots or parcels, 
including those separated only by a 
transportation right of way, shall not 
exceed 60,000 sq. ft.

50.02.002.2.b.iii.2, 
Table 50.03.002 Note 
23

Metro, Title 4 compliance Move forward.  Include MC, 
CR&D and IP (all employment 
zones).  Tighten up Metro's 
language.

12

Add Purpose Statement for R-DD back 
in to Code.  Formerly 50.09.005.  They 
were mistakenly dropped in Code Re-
Org

Code Re-Org mistake Move forward

13

Remove the term “distinctive areas” 
as it is referenced in the general code 
purpose statements.  This is an old 
term used that preceded the Sensitive 
Lands Article.  Replace with "sensitive 
lands" or similar.

50.01.001.2.a.xi Staff Move forward
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14

Modification of Conditions of 
Approval: There is a reference to 
“hearing body or City Council” in this 
paragraph that became irrelevant 
after adoption of Ordinance 2525 
when 50.86.025 was modified. Delete 
the reference to hearing body.

50.01.004.6.e Code Re-Org  Move forward

15

Specific standards for industrial zones:  
the reference to the sign code should 
be deleted because it appears to be 
content-related. ["Incidental retail 
uses are considered part of the 
manufacturing business and are not 
allowed additional signage."]

50.02.002.b.iv(4) Code Re-Org  Move forward.

16

Code Re-Org deleted cross references.  
Restore cross-references (Summary: 
Single family detached dwellings in 
FAN in R-7.5 and R-10 zones must 
meet certain design standards from R-
6 zone).

50.03.003.1.g Code Re-Org Mistake Move forward

17

The term “net developable square 
footage” is not defined - change to 
"net developable acreage".

50.04.001.2.a, note [1] 
in Table 50.04.001-3

Code Re-Org  Move forward. Search for 
other instances of "NDSF" 
usage
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18

R-DD height limitation on lots closer 
than 60 feet from certain other 
residential lots

50.04.001.2.g.iv(1)(d) Code Re-Org  Move forward.  There are no 
lots in the R-DD zone that are 
closer than 60 feet from R 
zones other than R-DD, R0, R3 
or R5. 

19

EC Maximum Height exception for 
specific block: Old 50.65 supersedes 
this exception.

50.04.001.4.c.i, note 
[1] in Table 50.04.001-
18

Staff Move forward.  50.65 height 
limit supersede 50.11 height 
limit, as stated in 50.65

20

DDRD: strike reference to signs, i.e., 
that the Downtown Redevelopment 
Design Guidelines apply to 
construction or modification of any 
sign. Sign Code has its own 
"compatibility" standard.

50.05.004.2.d Code Re-Org  Move forward. Delete 2.d 
entirely

21

WLG: remove signage section and let 
sign code do its job. [Signs (in WLG 
districts) shall be limited to 
monument, blade and wall signs 
pursuant to LOC 47.10.410]

50.05.005.4.k Code Re-Org  Move forward.  Delete 1st 
sentence.  Keep comment 
about parking signage and 
lighting but move it to 
"Parking Area Landscaping 
and Buffering"

22

Sensitive Lands: per Planning 
Commission recommendation, clarify 
that the protected riparian area is part 
of the RP district.  This is stated in LOC 
50.05.010.6.b.i but is missing from the 
definition.

50.05.010.6.b.i PC, Code Re-Org Move forward.  Check on 
genesis - Planning Commission.
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23

Requires permanent signage in PDs or 
subdivisions to identify the RP district; 
unfortunately, the Sign Code does not 
have provisions for such signs.  Phase 
2: develop sign standards to be added 
to the Sign Code.

50.05.010.6.c.iii.(3); 
Sign Code

Staff Move forward.  Add a new 
line in Sign Code (incidental):  
RP markers as required by x-
ref)

24

Remove purpose statement from 
Fence, to be consistent with other 
development standards that do not 
have "purpose" statements unless 
they are very specific.

50.06.004.2.a Code Re-Org  Move forward

25

Economic Incentives  for historic 
resources. This is not a standard of 
approval, it is a policy statement.  
Delete or move to comprehensive 
plan.

50.06.009.10 Code Re-Org  Move forward

26
Clarify RID appeal opportunities in this 
citation.

50.07.003.14.e Code Re-Org  Move forward.

27

Delete this provision 
(Fences/Complaint Procedures) or 
move it to Enforcement.

50.07.004.2.a Code Re-Org  Move forward. Move to 
Enforcement

28

LOC 50.07.003.11, which was 
amended under Ordinance 2525, no 
longer identifies criteria for 
determining “minor” modifications. 
Identify criteria for what is considered 
a "minor" modification to a Parks 
Master Plan that can be approved by 
the City Manager.

50.07.004.6.e.ii Staff Move forward.  Add old Mod 
standards back for CUP and 
Parks Master Plans
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29

The criteria for establishing whether a 
modification is “substantial” or not 
was deleted in Ord 2525.  Identify 
criteria for what is considered a 
"substantial" modification of a CUP, 
and what is a "minor" modification 
that can be approved by the City 
Manager.

50.07.005.4 Staff Move forward. Add old Mod 
standards back for CUP and 
Parks Master Plans

30
These timings in ODPS (7 days, 30 
days) were the olden days.

50.07.006.5.a Code Re-Org Move forward

31

Connectivity Standard - clarify 
applicability; identify standards for 
development on lots abutting a 
"stubbed" street

50.06.003.4.a Staff Move forward.  Review 
legislative history

32

In the Code Re-Org, the qualifiying 
words "When subdivisions are 
proposed" was dropped from the 
minimum density description.  Add 
back in where missing.

50.04.001.1, Table and 
others

Code Re-Org mistake Move forward

33
Allow blade signs without awnings Civilis Move forward per Council, 

July 2012

34
Do not require awnings on retail 
buildings

Civilis Move forward per Council, 
July 2013

35

Design standards should not legislate 
color

Civilis Move forward per Council, 
July 2014.  Three options for 
color review shown in 
separate draft ordinance

36
Allow outdoor displays in front of 
retail businesses

Civilis Move forward per Council, 
July 2015
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37

Amend Applicability statement for 
Open Space standard to remove 
limitation to partition and subdivisions 
sites of less than 75,000 sq. ft.

50.06.005.1.b Staff Move forward

38

Amends Commercial Use Table to 
clarify the range of residential 
densities allowed in commercial 
zones.  The Code Re-Org used the 
generic term "Residential Use" which 
implied any density, when compared 
with the next entry, "Residential Use 
at R-0 density."  Allowed densities are 
only R-0, R-3, R-5, R-7.5, R-10 and R-
15.

50.03.002.3 Code Re-Org Mistake Move forward
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